Institute Found Sinking Foot A Year Says Friggle, Ex-head Of Rescue Squad

Grumpy Ground Gnomes
Now Raising Buildings
By Digging Tunnels

AMBRIDGE, Nov. 19 (FF)—In a
exclusive interview it was
ed last night that a hithereto
egarded secret regarding the
achusetts of Technology may
d be divulged! The interview
anted by Fearless Joe Friggle,
mediately discharged by
stitute for releasing the

HE BUILDINGS OF THE INSTI-
RE SINKING AT THE RATE
ITO FOOT A YEAR INTO THE
ES RIVER BASIN!

E information has been care-
stricted to the members of
ie's work crew, known as the
nd Ground Gnomes.” Said re-
on was imposed in order to
x panic and also to restraint-
ts from burying dead bodies
rowed work tunnels.

Preventive Measures
nder Friggle's firm hand, worked
undred and fifty men. All of
en were under a height of
feet nine inches so that they
ed into the small work-
se—all had blue to peagreen
hair so that the color of the
wood would not betray their
ation. These men burrowed
ight, using Lily cups for
 participation. These men burrowed

Conclusion of the Work
Friggle stated that he was not
satisfied with his discharge, and in-
formed his press audience that “De-
ing was not worth saving nohow.
Let 'er sink fellows. What dey de-
oughta do is buil' a new jernt on
look like de Money did it, then with

designed an ingenious system of ceil-
ings and wall braces, using old sus-
enders to keep the tunnels from
caving in. In an effort to speed the
work of his staff, Friggle supplied
an alternate atmosphere of pure
xygen and pure alcohol to the
tunnels. On leaving the tunnels,
all workers were forced to reac-
tom themselves to the surface at-
mosphere by tapering off on ab-
sintse, gin, and beer chasers in se-
quence.
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ANANNOUNCING THE FALL SEASON
OF
Emetic-on-the-Charles

Our summer clientele was delighted—a few are remaining for the fall season!

LOOK AT THESE ATTRACTIVE FEATURES:
1. Refined atmosphere (redistilled), especially in our exclusive "Annex 6."
2. Nature at its best—beautiful gurgling springs [hair, leaf, main or coil]; spacious rolling grounds, with wild animals; luxurious sand beaches convenient to our celebrated "cement" room.
3. Lovely "Lover's Lane" between "Foundry" Hall and the Whitmore Shoe Factory.
4. For amusement—numerous bars (try our "isobars"); gambling rooms (try our "Differential Analyzer"); quiet hours for those who wish them in our "Machine-Tool" Lounge.

Call or Write our Maître d'Hotel for Reservations.